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discoveries and defended their work they did so within the literary world; turning to the 

printed word to cultivate their personal identity and rebut dissenting colleagues. 

Subsequently, playwright William Shakespeare employed common medical knowledge 

within his plays. Twelfth Night presents male and female twins within the scope of a 

comedy that plays upon the issues of cross-dressing and mistaken sexual identity. During 

the Renaissance, it was believed that male and female seed was co-present in every 

person and through dominance a distinct sexual identity was developed. This thesis 

argues that while Shakespeare initially convoluted this by allowing one of the twins to 

cross-dress; he resolved the anatomical doubling by presenting both characters together 

on stage at the close of the play.  
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Introduction 

 The Scientific Revolution, most recognizably a 17
th

 century phenomenon, was 

heavily influenced by those who researched, discovered, developed, and wrote prior to 

this century. Physician William Harvey‟s discovery of the circulation system, for 

example, predated the official start of the Scientific Revolution, but gave license to those 

that would succeeded him to question the commonly accepted body of scientific 

knowledge. In addition, scientists such as Nicolaus Copernicus, Johannes Kepler, Issac 

Newton, and Galileo Galilei demonstrated that it was possible to remain devout in one‟s 

faith while arguing for the reformation of scientific methods and ideals. Furthermore, the 

precursors to the Scientific Revolution directly coincided with the Protestant Reformation 

(1517-1648) further linking the two. Similar to the co-genesis of the Scientific 

Revolution and the Protestant Reformation is the co-creation of medical knowledge, or 

medical discourse, and literature. As medical theory underwent a period of de-

Galenization, literature was transformed into a portable status symbol that could be 

created en masse. Medical theorists subsequently utilized the advantages of the printed 

word to share their discoveries and theories as well as develop their personal identities. 

On the other hand, authors, or, in the case of William Shakespeare, playwrights, 

employed the medical theories- commonly accepted or newly conceptualized- in their 

works which resulted in their further circulation.   

 This thesis considers the relationship between scientific advances, identity 

formation, and literature in an early modern print culture. As medical theorists made their 

discoveries and defended their work they did so within the literary world; turning to the 

printed word to cultivate their personal identity and rebut dissenting colleagues. 
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Subsequently, playwright William Shakespeare employed common medical knowledge 

within his plays. Chapter One explores the scientific and social implications of William 

Harvey‟s discovery of the circulatory system. In addition to Harvey‟s ground-breaking 

work he used publications subsequent to Exercitatio Anatomica de Motu Cordis et 

Sanguinis in Animalibus (1628) in order to refute his colleague‟s arguments and develop 

his own identity. The identity that Harvey had the opportunity to cultivate did not 

completely diverge from his real persona, but he was able to choose the arguments he 

wanted to publicly rebut; therefore, he remained in control of the debate surrounding not 

only his work, but his credibility. Harvey opened the door for future medical theorists to 

question and criticize commonly accepted medical theory that was derived from Galen 

over a century and half earlier. Chapter Two further investigates the ability surgeon 

Thomas Vicary had in creating a lasting identity by utilizing printed media. Vicary is 

credited with writing the first English anatomy textbook, but as evidenced in the research 

presented this is likely not the case. It is more likely that Vicary copied the work of an 

earlier manuscript that was translated from Middle English. As was common during the 

time, Vicary‟s manuscript was believed to be widely circulated among his peers prior to 

his death and its publication. As a result, Vicary‟s colleagues not only believed that he 

was the author, but his colleagues at St. Bartholomew‟s Hospital were moved to 

posthumously publish his work after his premature death. Unlike Harvey, Vicary did not 

use the printed word to control a debate or retain credibility amidst attack. Vicary 

whether knowingly or not appropriated a work to himself that due to its need in England 

and publication led to him being remembered as the first surgeon to write an English 

anatomical textbook. 
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 Chapter Three transitions from the utilization of literature as a mechanism for 

creating authorial identity to creating gender identity insofar that Helkiah Crooke writes 

Microcosmographia: A Description of the Body of Man and the Controversies Thereto 

Belonging (1616, 1631) as an attempt to reconcile all anatomical debate including 

whether or not one sex or two exist. According to Crooke, observation and logic prove 

that two sexes, one distinctly male and the other distinctly female, exist. In addition, 

when Crooke references female anatomy he employs nomenclature that is unique to the 

female rather than being an adaptation of a male counterpart. Crooke‟s work takes vital 

steps to developing female as its own unique anatomical identity. Chapter Four draws 

upon the medical theories presented in Chapter Three and incorporates the theory of twin 

conception in order to analyze William Shakespeare‟s Twelfth Night through the lens of 

twinship and doubling.  Twelfth Night presents male and female twins within the scope of 

a comedy that plays upon the issues of cross-dressing and mistaken sexual identity. 

During the Renaissance, it was believed that male and female seed was co-present in 

every person and through dominance a distinct sexual identity was developed. This thesis 

argues that while Shakespeare initially convoluted this by allowing one of the twins to 

cross-dress; he resolved the anatomical doubling by presenting both characters together 

on stage at the close of the play.   
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Chapter One 

William Harvey and the Discovery of the Circulatory System 

Exercitatio Anatomica de Motu Cordis et Sanguinis in Animalibus (1628), 

Harvey‟s work containing his groundbreaking discovery of the circulatory revolutionized 

physiology. The Scientific Revolution reshaped Britain‟s identity insofar that it created 

national pride, fostered creativity, and encouraged questioning and scientific discovery. A 

key event in this transformation was the defeat of the Spanish Armada by the British 

fleet. While the Armada‟s ships were larger and stronger, they lacked maneuverability 

and speed, making them easy targets for the lighter, faster British fleet. The English 

surprised the Spanish fleet in the Channel and beat them back (Chauvois 47-48). The 

defeat of the Spanish Armada was one event of many vital to shaping the identity of 

Britain. Britain was no longer a second- class nation, instead it now required the attention 

of other European power such as France and Spain. The victory and license to explore, 

question, and discover instilled confidence in Harvey, who bore witness to the infamous 

battle, as he left to study at Padua. At Padua, Harvey was taught and mentored by 

Fabricus, an ardent subscriber to established medical theories.  

Until the publishing of Exercitatio and it‟s the debates it promulgated, Galenic 

doctrine was viewed as medical theory in its totality. Galenic medical theory prevailed 

for over one thousand years. Galen asserted that there were two different types of blood: 

Nutritive Blood and Vital Blood. Nutritive Blood was produced by the liver and carried 

through the venous system to the other organs where it was consumed. Vital Blood, on 

the other hand, was made by the heart and pumped through the arterial system. In 

addition, Galen did not believe the heart acted as a pump in order to take in blood, but 
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rather up took blood from the veins. He also believed that blood flowed through the 

septum in the heart by way of tiny pores, or holes (Phillips). Galen believed that venous 

blood radiated from the liver and circulated to the rest of the body- one destination being 

the heart. Galen also believed that blood within the heart traveled between ventricles by 

way of tiny pores in the dividing wall, presently known as the interventricular septum. In 

addition, and possibly most importantly, Galen asserted that when the heart dilated or 

was in diastole it “emptied” itself of blood and then in supposed relapse, or systole, it 

allowed in fresh blood. Not unique, Galen also believed this was the method of 

replenishment for the arterial system.  (Fig.1) (Chauvois 183, 186). In 1600, Fabricius 

rediscovered the valves in the veins
1
 and the blood stream flowing against these valves as 

well, but he drew the wrong conclusion. According to Fabricius, the blood in these veins 

could only flow towards the heart. Despite Fabricius‟ confidence in Galen‟s theories, he 

refused to believe that venous blood flows in an outward direction from the liver 

(Chauvois 66-67).On the other hand, Harvey correctly postulated that by the heart‟s 

contraction it expels the blood within it and blood only enters the heart during systole. In 

addition, Harvey observed that due to visible changes in the arteries they are only active 

during the expulsion of blood from the heart; therefore, they carry blood away from the 

heart, while veins are active during systole, thus bringing blood toward the heart. Finally, 

the last greatest assertion I am concerned with is Harvey‟s theory that blood does not 

travel between the ventricles by way of pores, but rather by way of arteries (Fig. 2) 

(Chauvois 190, 192-193). As a direct result of his discoveries, Harvey had permanently 

stained Galen‟s credibility by the end of the 17
th

 century.  

                                                 
1
 In the beginning of the 16

th
 century the valves in the veins had been described by an anatomist from Paris, 

Sylvius of Louvilly, but the information was never validated by the scientific community. (Chauvois 67).  
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Figure 1. Galen’s theory of circulation with the origin point of 

venous circulation at the liver. Galen also believed that blood 

passed between the left and right ventricles of the heart by way 

of small holes, or pores, in the dividing wall (Chauvois 184).  
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Figure 2. Harvey’s theory of circulation contrasts 

Galen’s, in that, blood travels between ventricles by way 

of valves, venous blood flow does not originate in the 

liver, the arteries carry blood away from the heart, the 

veins carry blood towards the heart (Chauvois 185).  

 

The social and professional landscape of the 17
th

 century afforded Harvey the 

opportunity to propagate his theories and demonstrate Galen‟s fallibility. 17
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 century 

London lacked a strong, functional healthcare system which drastically hindered its 

ability to recuperate after several plagues. The College of Physicians controlled the 
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professional realm in which Harvey operated and was notoriously exclusive in their 

membership and discreet in their public health activities. Due to the College‟s failure to 

help during the health crisis, especially compared to the Barber-Surgeons‟ Company and 

the Grocers‟ Company
2
, the College was under constant verbal attack. The College 

refused to accept the changing atmosphere of medicine and wished to maintain its 

monopoly over the practice of internal medicine rather than institute preventive medicine 

and measures to combat the plagues occurring in London (Webster 3, 4). The College 

attempted to maintain its monopoly by mandating that all physicians in London must 

have a license issued by the College. This new policy angered surgeons, apothecaries, 

and pharmacopoeia because it limited their ability to practice and connoted the College‟s 

belief in their own superiority. They responded with vigorous parliamentary campaigns 

demanding the extension of their rights. While some concessions were finally granted- 

including the renewed ability to practice and function independently from the College- 

the College of Physicians never completely lost its hold on the medical community 

(Webster 8, 9). Harvey remained a central figure within the College during this radical 

time and was, on several occasions, drawn into the disputes either as a mediator or 

because he was being personally attacked due to his prominent position at St. 

Bartholomew‟s Hospital. Despite Harvey‟s discovery that was not accepted by all of his 

colleagues, he was respected within the College and his opinion was valued; therefore, 

his wisdom was appreciated during debates among other medical theorists and amidst 

London‟s public health crisis. While this time of healthcare turmoil was not necessarily 

                                                 
2
 The Barber-Surgeons Company, comprised of two groups of medical professionals, the barbers and the 

surgeons was created in order to prevent unskilled surgeons from practicing (MacCormac 259). The 

Grocers‟ Company, founded in the 14
th
 century, was charged with maintaining the integrity of spices and 

herbs; specifically those used for pharmaceuticals. Both were seen as subordinate and common in 

comparison to the College (Bellamy).  
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beneficial for the College as a professional organization, it did allow for the breakdown 

of traditional values and led to the diversification of medicine, philosophy, and science. 

There is little confusion as to the strong, sometimes personal, response Harvey 

received almost immediately after publishing Exercitatio when the controversial 

implications of Harvey‟s discoveries are taken into account. While time brought a 

favorable opinion of Harvey‟s discoveries and theories, initially Harvey was viewed as a 

renegade in that he diverged from Galen‟s established medical theory. British physician 

and fellow member of the College of Physicians, James Primerose led the opposition to 

Harvey‟s doctrines in England. In 1630, two years after Harvey‟s Exercitatio, Primerose 

published Against the Thesis of Harvey, the first written attack on Harvey which 

attempted to refute Harvey based on his methodology. Again in 1639 and 1640, 

Primerose published attacks against Harvey, but this time indirectly, as he chose to attack 

two of Harvey‟s students. This attack was highly ineffective because it ignored the 

medical theory in question and focused on trivial personal issues. The debate between 

Harvey and Primerose went on for several years and rested on the key concept that 

Harvey‟s method of deriving his theories was, in effect, too simple. Harvey‟s deductions 

were based on dissection and observation, not from carefully calculated experiments. 

Primerose claimed that Harvey did not account for the air many contemporaries still 

believed to be in the arteries. Harvey refuted this attack with strong logical reasoning, 

stating, “„when an artery is severed nothing but blood is seen to gush forth from it, while 

when the trachea is cut, air is seen both to leave by and enter through the wound. 

Consequently we can say that the lungs contain air while the arteries contain blood‟” 

(Chauvois 220). This rebuttal outraged Primerose and he subsequently, but furtively, tried 
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to discredit this simple logic by claiming that when an artery is cut a trace amount of air 

from the outside enters the artery. Primerose claimed that he was unable to know the 

amount of air that enters, but that it most likely mixed with air already in the artery 

(Chauvois 221). Superficially, it would appear that Primerose‟s and Harvey‟s debate 

rested solely upon Harvey‟s discoveries, but on a larger scale their debate called into 

question the scientific method and the validity in observation. Harvey supported the 

belief that observation was just as valid as the typical scientific method that derived its 

conclusions from carefully executed experiments. On the other hand, Primerose argued 

that the scientific method was the only way to produce legitimate results and the only 

way to generate results that would be acceptable to the scientific community. Primerose 

also attempted to attack Harvey personally by sarcastically calling his pride into question. 

“We congratulate thee upon thy zeal. May God preserve thee in such perspicacious ways. 

But why dost thou say that Aristotle would not admit small animals possessing a heart? 

Dost thou declare, then, that thou knowest what Aristotle did not” (Chauvois 222)? 

 Another adversary of Harvey was Plempius, a Dutch born physician who had 

settled in Belgium. After publically declaring his opposition to Harvey in a series of 

published letters, he later converted to Harvey‟s belief in the circulation of the blood. His 

sudden change in doctrine was due, in part, to the persuasion of René Descartes, who did 

not accept all of Harvey‟s theories, but believed in the foundational principles and the 

other reason for Plempius‟ change of mind is unknown. Interestingly, Descartes claims 

that he was more inclined to believe Harvey‟s doctrine because he had many of the very 

same notions prior to reading Exercitatio. “‟I have seen the book De Motu Cordis which 

you mentioned to me some time ago and I find myself not far from his opinion although I 
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read it only after having written on this question‟” (Chauvois 227). While Descartes was 

overturning the same body of knowledge as Harvey, he ultimately drew different 

conclusions. La description du corps humain, Descartes‟ work on the human body was 

published posthumously and focused on knowing the body in an effort to cure and 

prevent disease and to slow down aging.  

Harvey‟s closest contemporary was French anatomist Jean Riolan fils. He was 

equally as celebrated among his peers- as Harvey would be by the end on the 17
th

 

century-, but not for his groundbreaking discoveries, rather for his efforts to try and 

reinforce all of Galen‟s doctrines (Chauvois 224). Due to Riolan‟s loyalty to Galenic 

medicine, he refused to accept Harvey‟s entire circulatory theory. While Primerose‟s 

arguments rested on science and personal attacks on Harvey, Riolan‟s arguments were 

founded on his anatomical observations. Riolan accepted the “„white vessels‟” that Aselli 

had discovered in 1622 [and Harvey had reaffirmed] and had described as “„lacteal 

vessels‟” on account of their colour (Chauvois 225). While Riolan accepted this 

interpretation, Harvey mistakenly countered Riolan by saying, 

„I do not see how, when once this (i.e., the general circulation of the blood) is 

admitted, there do not vanish all the difficulties which formerly existed 

concerning the distribution of the chyle and the blood by the same passages, and 

how, consequently, it would not appear quite superfluous to seek for or to find 

separate and distinct passages for the chyle. By the liquids in the egg, the 

umbilical veins absorb the alimentary juices and cause them to nourish and 

develop… What, then, is there to prevent us from inferring that, in a similar way, 

the mesaric veins carry the chyle from the intestines and the liver, and that, 

indeed, they perform the same service in the adult (Chauvois 225)?   

 

Harvey was not correct in this conclusion, but that fact is of little importance in the 

grander debate between Riolan and Harvey. Harvey used this argument to dispute Riolan 

because prior to Harvey‟s discoveries certain veins were believed to carry digested food 
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to the heart and other organs. Harvey asserted that with his theory of circulation that 

model is falsified and that there were specific veins [mesaric] that transported blood to 

the organs. More importantly, is the clear focus on anatomy rather than character of the 

scientist. The medical theorists maintained their debate with one another through a series 

of letters and Harvey indirectly addressed Riolan in his 1649 edition of Exercitationes. 

These debates and others similar in nature continue until the end of the 17
th

 century, 

when refutation of Harvey‟s doctrines was weakening due to the inability to disprove his 

theories. By 1700, Harvey‟s doctrine was being taught to medical students and was 

endorsed by the British King   

 Debates between Harvey and his colleagues were made public as a result of 

Johannes Gutenberg‟s invention of the printing press. This machine allowed pamphlets, 

books, and articles to be mass-produced. In essence, Gutenberg made Harvey‟s impact on 

the early modern world possible. Without the ability to create en masse Exercitatio, 

Harvey‟s discovery would have been limited to those in the medical profession and 

would have taken a much longer time to gain acclaim. The printing press turned the 

owning of books into an indicator of social status; the more books one owned the more 

wealth one supposedly possessed. This race to acquire led common people as well as 

professionals in other disciplines to purchase a wide array of material. For example, one 

might purchase folios of Shakespeare along with copies of Harvey‟s Exercitatio. This 

sudden influx in availability contributed to the large number of adversaries that Harvey 

had immediately upon publication, but it also expanded Harvey‟s influence beyond 

medical intellectuals.  In addition, the long running debates Harvey held with his 

contemporaries were made public, and in part possible, due to the invention of the 
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printing press. The printing press allowed for the rapid exchange between the medical 

theorists rather than previous time consuming methods of transcribing multiple copies by 

hand. As previously mentioned, Harvey directly addressed Riolan‟s grievances with his 

circulation theory in his second edition of Exercitatio printed in 1649. While a seemingly 

substantial time difference, this is actually a relatively small amount of time between first 

(1628) and second editions and the printing press afforded Harvey the argumentative 

advantage of directly quoting Riolan‟s letters in his refutation. Lastly, the printing press 

gave Harvey and his contemporaries the ability to develop their public personas. By 

selecting what letters, documents, and books were presented to public in mass quantity 

they could emphasize a specific attitude or attribute about themselves. Harvey‟s choice to 

publish private letters which refuted his theories and rebut them within the same 

publication afforded him an advantage. If his adversaries wanted to then refute this new 

attack on their credibility and science, they had to cultivate an entire new body of work 

while Harvey could extend his previous publications. As a result, Harvey‟s public image 

benefited from these debates insofar that he had choice- choice over what to refute and 

what portions of arguments to publish. This control led to Harvey‟s portrayal as well-

educated, extremely logical, observant, and adept at refuting naysayers. 

 William Harvey‟s circulation theory and postulations regarding the heart securely 

placed him in medical history as a revolutionary. He correctly asserted that blood in the 

heart does not travel through the septum by way of tiny pores and he discovered the 

method and extent to which the heart expels blood from itself during contractions. 

Harvey‟s theories directly contradicted Galenic doctrine, causing an extensive backlash 

by medical colleagues as well as professionals outside of Harvey‟s discipline. Such 
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discourse directly assisted in furthering scientific knowledge and continued to promote 

scientific discovery. By the end of the 16
th

 century, Harvey‟s theories were printed in 

medical textbooks and being taught to subsequent generations. In addition, Harvey‟s 

theories had gained the support of the King. Finally, with the invention of the printing 

press Harvey was better equipped to distribute his Exercitatio, refute his adversaries, and 

cultivate his public persona.   
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Chapter Two 

Thomas Vicary, Master Surgeon and Author? 

 Unlike William Harvey (1578-1657), much mystery surrounds the youth and rise 

of surgeon Thomas Vicary (1490-1561). Based on available documentation, it is most 

likely that he was born in Kent about 1490. He became a member of the Barber-

Surgeons‟ Company of London in 1511, a time when licenses to practice medicine were 

first introduced under the 1511 Act. Vicary was promoted to Surgeon to the king in 1527 

when King Henry VIII rode through Canterbury and, having a “‟sorre legge‟ which was 

to trouble him for most of his life” was supposedly healed by Vicary (Macdonald 2). 

Vicary was instrumental in the campaigning for the reestablishment of St. Bartholomew‟s 

Hospital and became its Governor in 1548. Vicary has been described as a man “not 

gentle by birth or profession, but was one of Nature‟s gentlemen, with the best 

possession- an honest and true heart overflowing with kindly feelings towards his fellow 

men” (Macdonald 1 citing South, 1886).    

 Thomas Vicary is credited with writing the first English textbook of anatomy, but 

is this achievement valid? The typical narrative paints Vicary as an accomplished surgeon 

wishing to write a textbook that will help English medical students. This is not a 

completely false, as Vicary was an extremely accomplished surgeon and he played a 

large role in the establishment of London hospitals after the dissolution of monasteries, 

but as to whether or not he authored the best-selling Anatomie of mans body there 

remains strong doubt. The earliest copy of the Anatomie is dated 1577 and was published 

by St. Bartholomew‟s Hospital. They attributed the writing to Vicary, “that excellent 

Chirurgion” (Vicary 1) and compiled the textbook in his honor. Vicary‟s Anatomie was 
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published fifteen years after his death, which scholar Duncan P Thomas says is his fellow 

surgeons‟ attempt to ensure Vicary received the credit and recognition due to him.  

 The source of doubt regarding Vicary‟s authorship is his work‟s strong 

similarities to another manuscript by an unknown author. J. F. Payne in 1896 first 

demonstrated the strong similarities between these two texts. The second manuscript 

(c.1475) is a copy of an earlier text written in Middle English around 1392 by a London 

surgeon (Thomas 235,237). The anonymous London surgeon copied the work of earlier 

writers such as Guido Lanfranc and Henri de Mondeville and approached anatomy from a 

strictly Galenic viewpoint. Scholars such as Thomas, G. G. Macdonald, and Sir Clement 

Price Thomas assert that Vicary possessed a copy of this fourteenth century treatise and 

then chose to write a shortened version. The following set of excerpts demonstrates the 

obvious similarities between the 1392 manuscript and Vicary‟s, respectively.  

In this first doctrine as Lamfrank [sic] saith, that as thing that we would know, we must 

know by one of these three manners, or by his name, or by his working, or by his being, 

showing properties of him self. 

 

For the end and the profit of surgery is of hand working. And as Galen saith, he that 

would know the soothfastness of a thing, busy him not to know only the name of the 

thing: but the working and the effect of the same thing, wherefore as avicenne saith, he 

that would know what surgery is, he must understand that it is a medicinable science, 

which that, teacheth us to work with hands in mans body… (MS 564). 

 

The following is the equivalent in Vicary‟s 1577 edition: 

Heerin I doo note the saying of Lamfranke, whereas he sayth, Al things that man would 

knowe, may be knowen by one of these three things: That is to say, by his name, or by his 

working, or els by his bery being and shewing some of his owne properties. 

 

…and as Galen sayth, he that wyl knowe the certentie of a thing, let him not busy him 

selfe to knowe only the name of that thing, but also the working and the effect of the 

same thing. Now the third way to knowe what thing Chirurgerie is, It is also to be 

knowen by his being or declaring of his owne properties, the which teacheth vs to worke 

in mannes body with handes… (Vicary 16-18). 
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 There still remains another contestation; did Vicary compile an earlier copy than 

the commonly accepted 1577 edition? It has been argued by John Halle and John Aiken 

that a 1548 copy exists, but there is no record of this edition in modern times and there is 

no persisting record that anyone saw such a copy. Duncan P. Thomas offers an 

explanation for such an occurrence by saying, “most likely… is that Vicary produced a 

manuscript in 1548, and circulated it widely among his professional brethren in London, 

as was common practice at the time” (239). Similarly, if this were the case, then Vicary‟s 

manuscript would have followed the same method of circulation as poetry, taking the 

form of reading circles called “coteries”. Sir Philip Sidney speaks about this practice in 

his introduction to Defense of Poesy. Sidney claims that he wrote his Defense only for the 

Countess of Pembroke, but if she desires to share it with her friends, he hopes they will 

weigh his errors in the balance of goodwill.  

 Sir Thomas Hoby likens this informal circulation process to a child circulating 

around town without their parent‟s permission in his preface to the Book of the Courtier. 

Hoby claims that just as a child circulating in this way is ill- handled so is a piece of 

writing. In order to the work, the author is forced to go to the printing press and publish 

the work as the author desires it to be seen and received by the public. Unfortunately, 

Vicary died before he had the chance to reclaim his work, but his colleague, John Halle 

published his own work in 1565 titled A most excellent and learned woorke of 

chirurgerie, called Chirurgia parva Lanfranci, Lanfranke of Mylayne in which he 

references Vicary‟s treatise of anatomy. Halle claimed that Vicary was the first to 

complete an anatomy textbook in English. Halle‟s published reference to Vicary‟s first 

edition acts as a small attempt to reclaim Vicary‟s work for him. 
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 Another scholar, Norman Moore, in his history of the St. Bartholomew‟s Hospital 

accuses Vicary of knowingly appropriating Anatomie to himself even though it was 

previously published by an anonymous author. Moore argues that if Vicary were truly 

writing during the time the publication claims then his language and scientific approach 

would take into account the advances in anatomy (Thomas 149, 150). He further argues 

that Vicary is an unlikely author and more likely a plagiarizer because the language is 

almost entirely Galenic. At the time Vicary supposedly penned his masterpiece, Vesalius‟ 

research and own publication of De humani corporis fabrica was transforming the 

scientific world. Vesalius emphasized the need to make dissection a priority in learning 

and he introduced what has become known as the “anatomical view” of the body (Fig. 3). 

Vesalius‟ utilization of three-dimensional space starkly contrasted to Galen‟s two-

dimensional drawings (Fig. 4). Vesalius‟ approach eventually replaced Galenic teaching 

by the turn of the 18
th

 century. Moore‟s claims regarding Vicary‟s authorship of 

Anatomie casted doubt on Vicary‟s credibility.  

 Vicary, a licensed and practicing surgeon, underwent an extensive education 

process prior to receiving his licensure. In Vicary‟s time the barbers, physicians, 

surgeons, apothecaries, and a host of amateurs acted as general practitioners. The barbers 

and surgeons, each with their own companies, created the Barber-Surgeon Company in 

1540 with permission from the College of Physicians and Surgeons (MacCormac 260). 

Barber-surgeons tended to not be university graduates and few were fluent in Latin 

(Thomas 242). Barbers of the late Middle Ages were not permitted to practice surgery 

and surgeons were not allowed to barber, except that tooth-drawing was accepted by both 

(Macdonald 8).  
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Figure 3. Vesalius’ Anatomical View and demonstration of 

dissection. 
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Figure 4. An example of Galen’s 2-dimensionality and lack of detail. 
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All surgeons were required to complete a seven year apprenticeship followed by an 

examination called the “‟first preferment of grace‟” (Macdonald 8). After successfully 

passing this assessment the young surgeon was given a temporary license and expected to 

travel to increase his knowledge. When the young surgeon was able to show sufficient 

skill, he was admitted to be a Surgeon and Master of Anatomy and then allowed to apply 

for a Bishop‟s license to practice. Once a surgeon attained his certifications to practice, 

he was compelled under penalty of fine and law to attend anatomy lectures several times 

a year (Macdonald 8). Vicary not only would have had to meet these requirements, but is 

likely to have been the first lecturer of the Company. Surgeons were not allowed to 

prescribe medications as this was the job of apothecaries and illegal under the Act of 

1542. Despite its illegality, surgeons continued to prescribe medicine and kept quiet. 

Patients preferred the surgeon to perform all tasks because it minimized costs.  

  While history legitimizes Vicary as an accomplished and talented surgeon, 

additional evidence calls into question Vicary‟s validity as an author. The presence of an 

alternative manuscript published in the late 15
th

 century underscores Vicary‟s claim that 

he published an original anatomy textbook. The two works share Galenic syntax, pre-

Vesalian illustrations, and Vicary fails to incorporate scientific advances into his version. 

Scholars Norman Moore and Duncan P Thomas directly question Vicary‟s authorship, 

but Thomas‟ argument errs on the side of caution in that he believes Vicary didn‟t 

necessarily intend to portray himself as the author of this textbook, but as an editor, and 

the transition to author occurred after his death. This argument is perpetuated by Halle‟s 

acknowledgment in his own work that Vicary wrote the first English anatomy textbook. 

At this point the issue extends beyond whether or not Vicary wrote this anatomical 
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masterpiece and shift to the power of the printed word to impose an identity onto an 

individual. The fact that Halle boasted his colleague‟s accomplishment, whether true or 

false, after his death transfers control from Vicary to Halle and any other author who 

wishes to publish assertions regarding Vicary. Just as the William Harvey employed the 

printing press to develop his public identity, Vicary‟s identity and legacy has been 

developed as a direct result of the ability to produce literature en masse and without 

permission of the original subject.  
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Chapter Three 

Helkiah Crooke: One sex, Two Sex 

 Helkiah Crooke, English physician and anatomist, remains a mystery to scholars 

insofar that the date of his birth and death are unknown and little information persists 

concerning his life except for several achievements. Crooke was admitted into the 

College of Physicians in 1613 where he became influential and was elected Censor from 

1627-1631. In 1635 Crooke resigned his fellowship with the College in hopes of retiring 

to the country. Also during his career, Crooke was the first medical man to hold the office 

of Governor of Bethlem in 1632 (Munk). Undoubtedly, Crooke‟s greatest and most 

controversial accomplishment was the authoring of Microcosmographia: A Description 

of the Body of Man and the Controversies Thereto Belonging (1616, 1631). 

Microcosmographia is an encyclopedic work that attempts to collect all recent findings in 

anatomy and to be used by educated readers, specifically physicians. Furthermore, 

Crooke endeavored to reconcile all recent contentions between his assertions and the 

accepted opinions of Galen. Since the first publication of Microcosmographia was twelve 

years prior to Harvey‟s publication, the challenging of Galen was particularly contentious 

especially since one important subject Crooke challenged was male and female 

reproductive organs.  

   Galen asserted that male and female reproductive organs were essentially the 

same with the exception that one was inward and the other outward and the male‟s was 

characterized by more heat and dryness while the female‟s was moist and cooler. In 

effect, it was the difference in heat that created the difference in sexes. If a woman had 

enough heat then she would have been able to push her organs outward, thus 
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transforming her into a man. The nomenclature developed by Galen and perpetuated by 

subsequent medical theorists furthers the assumption in extreme similarity. A female‟s 

organs are named according to the name given to the male‟s organs and the description is 

adapted to suit, what was suggested to be minor differences (Fig. 5).  

 The representation of one sex in terms of another has since become known as the 

“one-sex model” and while the term did not exist during the time of Crooke‟s research, 

he was arguing against such a model. In the fourth book of Microcosmographia Crooke 

dealt directly with the postulations that not only were male and female reproductive 

organs the same, but he also argued against the growing set of stories detailing 

experiences in which a woman suddenly became a man. For example, Jacques Duval in 

his book On Hermaphrodites, Childbirth, and the Medical Treatment of Mothers and 

Children recounted the story of Marie le Marcis (also known as Marin) who was thought 

to be a woman, but revealed herself as a man. His claim was refuted even after Duval 

examined Marin more deeply than the other physicians had at the court hearing. “This 

determination was rewarded: responding to his finger‟s pressure was „a male organ, 

rather large and hard‟ (403); a second examination left no doubt, for the friction of the 

doctor‟s touch caused Marin to ejaculate, and the semen, he reports, was not thin and 

watery like a woman‟s but, like a man‟s, thick and white (404-5).”(qtd in Greenblatt 74). 

This transformation could supposedly happen when a woman‟s body heat increased, even 

temporarily, to the level of a man‟s. Crooke cited several more examples of women 

becoming men, but disputes these monstrous claims by asserting that “if such a thing 

shall happen, it may well be answered that such parties were hermaphrodites, that is, had  
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Figure 5. Female reproductive organs from Microcosmographia (1616). 

Figure I (top left) illustrates dissected body of the womb; Figure II 

(bottom right) represents the womb with contributing vessels; Figure III 

(bottom left) shows the body and “neck” of the womb; and Figure IV 

(top right) shows the thickness of the womb when a women is pregnant 

(220). 

 

   

'tbe 't~elft1J Figure of the Womb.
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the parts of both sexes, which because of the weakness of their heat in their nonage 

[formative years] lay hid, but broke out afterward as their heat grew unto strength” (250). 

Crooke proceeded to argue that midwives may have made a mistake in declaring the sex 

of the individual when they were born because he claimed that often “those parts” were 

so small and sunk so deep that they could not easily be discerned; therefore, the person 

might have actually been a man all along. In addition, Crooke cited anatomical 

differences such as the clitoris that may have led a physician such a Duval who examined 

a person claiming to switch sexes to be perceived as a man instead of a woman. Crooke 

asserts that in some cases the clitoris can swell to the point that it is thought to be a penis.  

 Not only is the anatomical difference a valid argument for this argument, but 

Crooke also employed this strategy when arguing the two-sex model as opposed to the 

one-sex model. Crooke stated that the two strongest arguments against the one-sex model 

were evidence taken from dissection and reason. Based on dissection and reason, Crooke 

deduced that men and women have a different number of sexual organs including the 

presence of a prostate in men, but lack thereof in women. Also, Crooke claimed that the 

neck of the womb is dissimilar to the penis unlike Galen‟s theory which stated the neck 

of the womb was the penis inverted. “The neck of the womb hath but one cavity, and that 

is long and large like a sheath to receive the virile member. But the member or yard of a 

man consisteth of two hollow nerves, a common passage for the seed and urine, and four 

muscles” (Crooke 250). In addition, Crooke pointed out that the cavity of the penis is not 

nearly as large as the neck of the womb in a woman. Finally, Crooke used the discovery 

of the clitoris and Fallopian tubes to further his argument that men and women were, in 

fact, two distinct sexes and one did not result because of a lack of body heat. Not only did 
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Crooke claim that the clitoris and the Fallopian tubes have unique functions as did all 

female sexual organs, but there was not a similar looking organ in the male. According to 

Crooke, this argument was sufficient to disprove fifteen hundred years of Galenic theory.  

 Disputing the function and nomenclature of male and female reproductive organs 

was particularly timely as the processes that led to conception were also under debate and 

scrutiny. Sixteenth and seventeenth century theories of conception were derived from 

Aristotle‟s (384BC-322BC) On the Generation of Animals. Aristotle established that 

there were four necessities for the weaker animal, the female, (1) the weaker animal 

should have a secretion greater in quantity than the stronger animal, but the secretion 

should be less concocted, (2) the secretion should be a sanguineous liquid, (3) the weaker 

animal is of this nature because she is lower in temperature, and (4) the sanguineous 

liquid secreted by the weaker animal is called catamenia. As a result, Aristotle believes 

that it is obvious that catamenia as a secretion in females is analogous to semen in males. 

In addition, during this time, the male and female undergo changes in physical structure 

and voice. Because Aristotle established that the female discharges catamenia he can 

conclude that the female does not produce semen like the male. To further prove this, 

Aristotle reasoned that if a female secreted semen she could not produce catamenia. Also, 

the offspring are a combination of both mixtures; therefore, conception only takes place 

when catamenia is present in the right proportion, meaning that catamenia contains the 

material for generation. 

 Aristotle further explained that the liquid secreted by a female during intercourse 

is not similar to semen in any way and whether or not it is secreted depends on race. 

Also, Aristotle strongly stated, “now a boy is like a woman in form, and the woman is as 
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it were an impotent male, for it is through a certain incapacity that the female, being 

incapable of concocting the nutriment in its last stage into semen (and this is either blood 

or that which is analogous to it in animals which are bloodless owing to the coldness of 

their nature)” (1130). Interestingly, Aristotle seems to suggest that gender differentiation 

does not occur until the time that semen and catamenia begins to flow. In other words, 

sexual differentiation occurs during puberty, not within the womb.  

In a seemingly unrelated twist of topic, Aristotle added that the female was to be 

seen as the passive and the male as the active; therefore, it makes sense that the female 

doesn‟t contribute semen but material for the semen to work upon. Furthermore, the 

catamenia proves this with its affinity to the primitive matter, semen. Establishing semen 

as the primitive matter makes it the baseline from which other substances are derived. 

Moving deeper into this thought that the female is the is the passive and the male the 

active, Aristotle asserted that in order to make one thing from two it would be logical that 

the active agent (semen) does not exist in the agent that is acted upon. Also, the semen 

becomes the thing that moves and catamenia becomes that which is moved. Moving 

through his argument, Aristotle posed the question, how is each part formed? To prove 

this, it must first be stated that the created does not contain that which acts upon it in 

efforts to bring it into being. Because the semen is not in the offspring, Aristotle deduced 

that the semen “both has soul, and is soul, potentially” (1141). Even though the semen, 

which has soul, is not in the offspring, the embryo still contains soul. Finally, Aristotle 

stated that wherever the sexes are separate the female cannot generate on her own 

because if she could then the male would have been created in vain, and, according to 

Aristotle, Nature does not make anything in vain.  
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Many scholars including Thomas Laqueur, Juris G. Lidaka, and Sara M. Deats 

have written on these theories and their societal implications. Laqueur considers the 

ramifications of believing that a woman must have excitement or enjoyment during 

intercourse in order to conceive. Aristotle believed this as did Shakespearean England 

and as a result numerous cases exist in which courts ruled that if a woman conceived as a 

result of rape she must have allowed herself to enjoy the act, even in the smallest degree. 

“Pregnancy from rape provides the limiting case for a woman‟s conceiving without 

pleasure or desire. Samuel Farr, in first legal-medicine text to be written in English 

(1785) argued that, „without an excitation of lust, or enjoyment in the venereal act, no 

conception can probably take place.‟ Whatever a woman might claim to have felt or 

whatever resistance she might have put up, conception in itself betrayed desire or at least 

a sufficient measure of acquiescence for her to enjoy the venereal act” (Making Sex 161). 

In keeping with this standard it was believed that a woman‟s orgasm was the indicator of 

successful procreation- a culmination of optimal body heat, enjoyment, and proper 

physical reception of her lover. Once the new sexes had been defined and the woman 

could no longer be described as a derivative of the man the supposed necessary passion 

was banished and the female orgasm which had been viewed as a valid indicator became 

a signifier without a signified (Making Sex 150). As theory shifted slightly so did public 

opinion and one woman took it upon herself to test whether or not a woman could 

conceive after her orgasm. “On May 15, 1879, Mabel Loomis Todd- later the lover of 

Emily Dickinson‟s brother- carried out an extraordinary precise experiment. Her 

hypothesis was that she would be fecund only at the moment of climax because 

afterwards her womb would close off, and „no fluid could reach the fruitful point.‟ To test 
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this proposition she allowed herself, she says, „to receive the precious fluid at least six or 

eight moments after my highest point of enjoyment had passed and when I was perfectly 

cool and satisfied.‟ She got up and, since all of her husband‟s semen had apparently 

escaped, considered herself vindicated; their daughter Millicent, born nine months later, 

proved her wrong” (Making Sex 181). While Todd‟s experiment was not scientifically 

sound, it did prove that a woman does not need to experience pleasure in order to 

conceive and by extension a woman who conceives after being raped could not be 

blamed for any acceptance or active participation in the act. These conclusions and 

contestations furthered Crooke‟s argument that there were two distinct sexes that 

operated in unique ways.  

Once a woman does conceive the questions becomes when does the embryo 

differentiate? In other words, at what point does the fetus become either male or female? 

Does it occur in the womb or during puberty? And what role does the mother play in the 

process? Stephen Greenblatt explains that since the time of Galen it was believed that 

males and females contained both parts and by the domination, rather than the exclusion, 

of one over the other the sex was determined. Position of the seed in the womb also 

contributed to the fetus‟ sex and while sex was believed to be established in the womb it 

was rarely thought to be immutable (78). Crooke believed that each sex produce male and 

female seed; therefore, the joining of a man‟s male or female seed with a woman‟s 

female seed will determine the sex of the offspring and its behavior- bold male, 

effeminate male, soft female, or masculine female (Lidaka 59). In contrast to these 

opinions, Aristotle offered an alternative, but did not reveal whether or not he sided with 

the assertion. “There is evidence that the semen is in the catamenia, for as said before, 
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this secretion appears in the male at the same time of life as the catamenia in the female; 

this indicates that the parts destined to receive each of these secretions are differentiated 

at the same time in both sexes…” (Aristotle). If one does not differentiate until puberty 

then it is possible that the child‟s sex can be determined, at least in part, by the child‟s 

behavior and the way in which the child is treated by the mother. The mother‟s 

interaction with her child was not only believed to affect a child‟s masculinity or 

femininity, but also the mother‟s imagination was asserted to possess power over the 

child in the womb. It was assumed that a woman could alter her child‟s physical 

appearance by eating too much of a certain food, dwelling on a particular emotion for too 

long, or experiencing a traumatic event. As a result of the formative power bestowed 

upon the mother if a child was born deformed, hermaphroditic, and otherwise in an 

undesirable condition the mother was the first to be blamed. Giving the mother this 

magnitude of power after conception, but still viewing the woman as passive during 

sexual intercourse was ironic and started to be questioned at the end of the 17
th

 century.  

  Crooke‟s Microcosmographia attempted to resolve all controversies between 

16
th

 and 17
th

 century anatomical discoveries and the prevailing body of theory. 

Specifically, Crooke addressed the conflict between the scientifically and socially 

popular one-sex model and the less accepted two-sex model. In addition, contemporary 

scholars assist in resolving the dichotomy and highlighting the social implications of 

Crooke‟s scientific argument.  
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Chapter Four 

Twinship and Doubling in Twelfth Night 

 In Shakespeare‟s Twelfth Night, the confounding issues of having male and 

female twins are presented within the scope of a comedy that plays upon the issues of 

cross-dressing and mistaken sexual identity. In the time that Shakespeare penned this 

play, little was known about the origin of twins and the distinct anatomical differences of 

the male and female genitalia. It was known that the two set of structures resembled each 

other and were comparable in function; therefore, it was proposed that the two were, in 

essence, mirror images; one internal and one external. While Crooke had already 

published his encyclopedic work, his belief in the two sex model was not as popular 

among popular culture or literary circles. In these realms the one sex model remained 

heavily supported and was used as a comedic device due to the confusion that could 

result when an individual‟s sexual identity is so indeterminate.  

 Twins, the central focus of Twelfth Night, were believed to be the result of two 

men lying with the same woman. Marie de France enunciates this social and scientific 

belief in her “Le Fresne” by asserting that twins “never was and never will be possible-

…a woman could not have two sons in one birth- unless two men had lain with her” (74). 

As a result, if a woman conceived twins she was believed to have committed adultery and 

her husband would either divorce her or secretly send away one of the twins, as one the 

case in de France‟s lais, in order to cover up the supposed indiscretion. The controversial 

nature of twins adds a layer of urgency to Shakespeare‟s comedy in that if Shakespeare 

can resolve the confusion and doubling then there is hope for others that experience such 

a predicament.  
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 In the Renaissaince, sexual identity was not unchangeable, one could equivocate 

between male and female. Viola and Sebastian are twins seperated during a shipwreck. 

Viola is rescued by another ship and chooses to become a man in her dress and 

mannerisms. Once she reaches land, Viola (also known as Cesario) becomes a servant in 

Orsino‟s court. Viola/Ceasrio falls in love with Orsino, but due to her physical 

appearance as a man, she must refrain from acting on these feelings. The first instance of 

doubling or twinship is the twins themselves and the fact that they are not twin girls or 

twin boys, but more importantly, one of each. As previously mentioned, male and female 

genitalia were asserted to be mirror images of one another.  Physician Jacques Duval 

believed that a double nature can become one and a single nature can be come two 

through the establishment of dominance. “In one a determinate sexual identity emerges 

when a double nature becomes single, that is, when either male or female seed, co-

present in every person, establishes dominance; in the other a determinate sexual identity 

emerges when a single nature becomes double, that is, when the unitary genital structure 

(identified as male in its perfect form) divides into two distinct forms, internal and 

external” (qtd. in Greenblatt 84). Viola and Sebastian manifest the idea of a single seed 

becoming two. The mirror images of internal and external genitalia are brought to 

realization within Viola and Sebastian. Despite contemporary medical knowledge that 

says male and female twins result from the fertilization of two different eggs rather than 

the fertilization of one and its subsequent division, Duval‟s point is that every embryo has 

the ability to become either gender after birth. Viola‟s initial cross-dressing symbolizes 

an individual that is born as a female but then becomes a male. Stephen Greenblatt gives 

an example of such an occurrence in his text Shakespearean Negotiations that was first 
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described by Duval. Marie le Marcis (also known as Marin) was thought to be a woman, 

but revealed herself as a man. His/her claim was refuted even after Duval examined 

Marin more deeply than the other physicians had at the court hearing. “This 

determination was rewarded: responding to his finger‟s pressure was „a male organ, 

rather large and hard‟ (403); a second examination left no doubt, for the friction of the 

doctor‟s touch caused Marin to ejaculate, and the semen, he reports, was not thin and 

watery like a woman‟s but, like a man‟s, thick and white (404-5).”(qtd. in Greenblatt 74).  

 In addition, Viola‟s presentation as Cesario causes several confusing scenes in the 

play in which characters mistake her for her brother and accuse her of beating them. Sir 

Andrew exclaims in Act 5, Scene 1 “‟Od's lifelings, here he is! You broke my head for 

nothing; and that that I did, I was set on to do't by Sir Toby” (ll. 177-178). Viola, as 

Cesario, replies “Why do you speak to me? I never hurt you; You drew your sword upon 

me without cause; But I bespoke you fair, and hurt you not” (ll. 179-181). Sir Andrew 

believes that  the person in man‟s clothing that stands before him is his dear friend 

Sebastian.              The confusion is perpetuated when Sebastian appears on stage and he 

and Viola exchange lines in an attempt to discover Viola‟s true identity and relation to 

Sebastian. After Viola‟s identity is revealed and her transitory period ended Shakespeare 

solidifies her and Sebastian as male and female. The cementification of Viola and 

Sebastian as male and female at the close of the play symbolizes the removal of any 

possibilty to equivocate between genders, thus resolving anatomical doubling.  

“Not fully one, not quite the other;” a quotation befitting the Viola/ Cesario 

dichotomy. Anatomically, Viola is not fully male, nor emotionally because of her 

feminine nature and sensitivity. On the other hand, she is not quite female since she is 
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dressed in men‟s clothes. Even in the end of the play, Viola is not considered a woman 

until she can produce her female clothes. While certain situations in the play would 

benefit from her being fully one or the other, she does not have the liberty to glide 

between the two; a problem faced by a man or woman whose sexual identity is 

indeterminate-that is to say a seed that failed to establish dominance, but instead co-

dominance. Being not fully one or the other is also found in Greenblatt‟s article when 

discussing Duval‟s opinions on the transitory periods of a man‟s sexual identity. “On the 

contrary, virtually all males experienced a transition during childhood from a state close 

to that of females-indeed often called “effeminate”- to one befitting an adult man” 

(Greenblatt 78). During this period of change, the young boy is neither fully a man nor is 

he quite a female, though he posses characteristics of both.  On the other hand, females 

do not have such a transitory period that would result in them reaching a state “befitting” 

an adult woman. It is postulated that the man can reach this pinnacle-like state because of 

strength; therefore, making women the inherently weaker sex and the “not quite the 

other” aspect of the quotation. 

 The idea of doubling and twinship is also observed in the theatre. Men of the 

Renaissance were fearful of their masculinity being diminished or challenged. The 

structure of the theatre plays into these fears by casting young boys as girls and dressing 

them accordingly. Jean E. Howard writes about the friction that arises between socially 

perscribed gender roles and the roles that these young boys were casted to play. “For a 

man, wearing women's dress undermined the authority inherently belonging to the 

superior sex and placed him in a position of shame. At the simplest level, wearing 

effeminately ornate clothes would… make men „weake, tender and infirme, not able to 
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abide such sharp conflicts and blustering stormes‟ as their forefathers had endured” (423-

424). Howard goes on to explain that men and boys wearing effeminate clothing in an 

anti-theatrical setting became monstrous and perverted. As a male, voluntarily placing 

oneself in a position of effeminacy was a form of doubling not accepted by Renaissance 

England despite its acceptance in the theatre.  

The last example of twinship or doubling found in Twelfth Night is found in the 

use of words. Since the sexual encounters of lovers cannot be depicted on stage, 

Shakespeare utilized words to achieve the same prupose of “erotic friction”. For example, 

the replies of Viola arouse Olivia‟s passion in a way that the insessent sighs and groans of 

Orsino cannot. This friction is closely linked to verbal wit in Shakespeare‟s plays. 

“Indeed at moments the plays seem to imply that erotic friction originates in the 

wantonness of language” (Greenblatt 89). These moments are most notably recognized in 

the simple exchange between Viola and Feste the clown in Act 3, Scene 1, Lines 1-20. 

Viola: „Save thee, friend, and thy music! Dost thou live by thy tabor? 

Clown: No sir, I live by the church. 

Viola: Art thou a churchman? 

Clown: No such matter, sir. I do live by the church; for I do live at my house, and 

my house doth stand by the church. 

Viola: So thou mayst say the king lies by a beggar, if a beggar dwells near him; or 

the church stands by thy tabor, if thy tabor stand by the church. 

Clown: You have said, sir. To see this age! A sentence is but a chev‟ril glove to 

good wit. How quickly the wrong side may be turn‟d outward! 

Viola: Nay, that‟s certain. They that dally nicely with words may make them 

wanton. 

Clown: I would therefore my sister had had no name, sir. 

Viola: Why, man? 

Clown: Why, sir, her name‟s a word, and to dally with that word might make my 

sister wanton. 

 

Interestingly, wanton is a word that can mean whore or to equivocate, which adds yet 

another doubling to the dialogue above. Feste could be referring to his sister as a possible 
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whore or simply reinforcing the fact the words can be made to take on an entirely new 

meaning just to suit the writer.  

 Finally, it is the duality in the theatre that sums up the dual nature of gender as 

discussed in terms of a physical person and the wantonness of language. “[…] the dual 

account of gender: on the one hand, we have plays that insist upon the chafing between 

the two sexes and the double nature of individuals; on the other hand, we have a theatre 

that reveals, in the presence of the man‟s (or boy‟s) body beneath the woman‟s clothes, a 

different sexual reality” (Greenblatt 93). The man‟s body, seen as the body in perfect 

form, provides a jumping off point for the female characters to pass through the state of 

being a man (by cross-dressing) in order to fully become a woman. Like Viola, who had 

to act as a man for a time, in order to become fully woman instead of being “not fully 

one, not quite the other.” The notion that one can prevaricate between genders is one that 

allows for the abnormal, the peculiar, the oddities; as seen in Marin and Viola/Cesario. It 

also provides a way for language itself to take on different “genders” in order to 

adequately describe the friction happening within the fiction.  
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Conclusion 

 The 16
th

 and 17
th

 centuries culminated in an explosion of printed material and 

scientific advancements. Medical theorists such as William Harvey dared to question the 

standard body of medical knowledge that had been set in place over a century and half 

earlier by Claudius Galen. Harvey utilized the advantages of the printing press in order to 

not only circulate his theory of circulation, but also to control the debate that followed the 

initial publication of Exercitatio Anatomica de Motu Cordis et Sanguinis in Animalibus 

(1628). On the other hand, Thomas Vicary enlisted literature to create his identity as the 

author of the first English anatomy textbook, Anatomie of mans body. Scholars have 

argued that Vicary plagiarized his text and due to the new ability to mass produce texts 

and easily circulate them he was able to claim authorship even after his death. Finally, 

Helkiah Crooke used literature as a medium to argue against all controversies 

surrounding the human body. Most importantly, Crooke argued for the two sex model 

which until the publication of Microcosmographia: A Description of the Body of Man 

and the Controversies Thereto Belonging (1616, 1631) was not widely accepted or 

circulated. The two sex model asserted that male and female genitalia were anatomically 

unique and not comparable in function. Also, they were not mirror images of each other 

as theorists as early as Aristotle had hypothesized. The tension between the one sex and 

two sex models provides the possibility for comic relief. When this possibility is 

combined with the copious number of misconceptions surrounding twins, the result is 

Shakespeare‟s Twelfth Night.  

 Shakespeare capitalizes on the confusion of twins by centering his play on Viola 

and Sebastian, male and female twins. Viola and Sebastian not only demonstrate the 
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chaos that can ensue when twins are separated, but also they embody the idea that each 

person possesses the ability to become either male or female after their initial 

differentiation in the womb. Viola‟s cross-dressing represents an individual that begins as 

a woman, but transitions to a man. In Viola‟s case this state is not permanent; only 

symbolic. Viola and Sebastian more importantly exhibit the separation of the two sexes 

or the dissolution of the one sex model. Since the twins are one of each sex they 

symbolically no longer have the ability to equivocate between sexes and have become- 

like Crooke‟s model asserts- two distinct sexes.   

 Traditional academia thrives on the strict delineation of discipline which is often 

physically manifested on college campuses by giving each discipline its own building. 

Such strong demarcations are fictional as I have proven by analyzing the points of 

connection between biology and/ or medicine and literature. Rather than develop 

individually from one another in the 16
th

 and 17
th

 centuries, these disciplines thrived off 

of one another and actively co-created each other.     
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Appendix 

The Mutability of the Body in The Return of Martin Guerre 

In light of the recent popularity of the television show CSI, an examination of the 

mutability of the body as it relates to a physical body and to identity is imperative. 

Presently, crime shows lead us to believe that the body is unchanging; its identity 

solidified- one piece of hair or a shoe size and a suspect is apprehended, but this was not 

the belief in the early 16
th

 century. The Renaissance was a time when the body became 

less of a personal possession- less about the I and the me- and submitted to the needs of 

the community, which is the very reason that a man named Pansette could take the place 

of a man named Martin Guerre. Natalie Zemon Davis studies a story of identity theft in 

the early 16
th

 century. Pansette, who is stocky, articulate, and jovial, easily elides Martin 

Guerre, who is slender, agile, and impotent. This is possible because of the power of the 

physical body to disassociate itself from personal identity. Even a difference in shoe size 

is overlooked because Martin Guerre is needed as a placeholder in the community and 

not until the imposter begins to overstep his boundaries does the community question his 

identity. Identity, in this case, is created by a physical individual in conjunction with 

society. Identity, once developed, becomes independent of the original physical 

individual, but never independent of the social system in which it was first created. This 

separation allows for the identity to be taken up and used by another individual, thus 

making it into something malleable and transferrable. In The Return of Martin Guerre, 

identities are created, destroyed, and change hands. This is evidenced not only in the life 

of Martin Guerre, but also in the altered identity of Martin‟s family and in the ambiguous 

identity of Artigat.  
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 Jean-Paul Sartre speaks directly to the postulation that the individual creates the 

community in his essay “Existentialism is a Humanism”. He recognizes that the 

individual is valid or real only in so far as it is validated by the community in which it 

operates. The identities in The Return of Martin Guerre prescribe to this same school of 

thought, in that, while a character like Pansette assumes the identity of Martin he looks to 

the community to validate his newly formed identity. Without validation, the identity 

doesn‟t hold true, but upon validation the identity dissociates from the individual and 

becomes the property of the community or collective whole.  

 Davis‟ story depicts the people of Artigat as imaginative and comfortable with 

invention.  For example, Martin‟s family, the Daguerres of Henday, change the family 

name to Guerre when the family moves to Artigat in order to assimilate to the linguistic 

forms of their new home. This transition from one name to another was not merely a 

legality, but required the family to change appearances, traditions, and, in some cases, 

customs. To be accepted by the village they had to take on some Languedoc ways. Sanxi 

Daguerre‟s wife probably continued to carry baskets of grain on her head, but she 

restitched her headdress and the decorations on her skirt so as to fit in with her neighbors. 

Along with these simple changes, Sanxi‟s wife had to make behavioral modifications. At 

the parish mass, she would have to get used to the fact that here women did not push 

ahead of the men. The changes that the Guerre family underwent stemmed from the 

indistinct identity of Artigat. Unlike the distinctly Basque community of Henday, Artigat 

was a community made up of many diverse elements, representing different languages, 

geographical regions, and governments. Linguistically, it was right on the border between 

Gascon and langue d‟oc. Geographically, it was within the county of Foix, but together 
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with Pailhès and some other villages it fell under the government of Languedoc. In 

addition, the Guerres had to become more fluent in langue d‟oc and more accustomed to 

using the written word more often than had previously been used in Hendaye. 

 At first, the story of Martin Guerre may lead the reader or historian to believe that 

the only shift in identity in it was the theft of Martin‟s identity and social role by 

Pansette, but this assumption would be false. Even before Pansette hijacked Martin‟s life, 

Martin‟s identity was on shaky ground. “Perhaps it was not so easy for the boy from the 

Labourd to grow up in Artigat. There were languages to sort out […]. Martin was what 

the peasants called an animal, an ass, and in local tradition the bear that the shepherds 

saw up in the mountains” (Davis 19). Martin was tall, slender, very agile, and good at 

village swordplay and acrobatics and to add to his shortcomings he was impotent and the 

public nature of consummation meant that the town was fully aware of his impotence. 

Bertrande, his wife, claimed that he was bewitched, and once lifted explained the sudden 

conception of their son, Sanxi. Martin did not relish in his newfound fatherhood, but 

instead was harsh towards his wife and spent twelve years delighting only in village 

sports with other young men of the town. Martin decided to abandon his family and 

spend the next thirteen years as a lackey and soldier, thus leaving his identity free to be 

inhabited by another individual. The individual who seized the opportunity was Arnaud 

du Tihl, also known as Pansette.  

 Pansette was the opposite, physically and intellectually, of Martin Guerre. “He 

was rather short and stocky, and not especially adept at the village sports. But he was 

wonderfully fluent of tongue and had a memory an actor would envy” (Davis 36-37). 

Pansette was also known to be quick tempered and to swear profusely. His name, 
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Pansette, literally meant “the belly” and not only signified his large appetite for all kinds 

of pleasure, but his physical stomach as well. The mutability of the body was also being 

explored in 1632 by Francois Rabelais in Gargantua and Pantagruel. For example, while 

Pantagruel was a giant in which an entire city could reside in his mouth, he could easily 

fit on a horse as well. In addition, Pantagruel‟s birth is preceded by donkeys pulling 

wagons of salt coming from his mother‟s womb. The notion that one could retain a 

constant personality, but change physical form upon necessity is echoed in the acceptance 

of Pansette as Martin Guerre despite his lengthy list of corporeal differences.  Pansette, 

once Martin, became jovial and affectionate toward his wife; a contrast to the harsh 

remarks and feelings received from the real Martin. It was noticed by a village shoemaker 

that Pansette had smaller feet than the real Martin, but suspicions of an imposter were 

dismissed for the time being for reasons to be discussed in greater detail later. Davis also 

highlights Pansette‟s potential gain in assuming another‟s forsaken identity. “Now 

Arnaud du Tihl surely had something to gain […], for Martin Guerre‟s inheritance was 

larger than his own. But it is clear that in his elaborate preparations, his investigations, his 

memorization-even perhaps his rehearsals-Pansette was moving beyond the mask of the 

carnival player and the strategems of the mere inheritance seeker to forge a new identity 

and a new life for himself […]” (Davis 41).  

 Finally is the shifting marriage identity from Bertrande and Martin to Bertrande 

and Pansette. Martin and Bertrande relationship was strained and Martin was more 

focused on satisfying himself rather than loving his doting and virtuous wife. Because of 

Martin‟s impotence and lack of enthusiasm for manhood he easily left his life and left a 

brokenhearted Bertrande behind. The dynamic between Bertrande and the new Martin 
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was much different. The new Martin was conversational, kind, generous, with time and 

affection, and needed his new wife in a way that the old Martin never did-to teach him 

how to be her husband. “Either by explicit or tacit agreement, she helped him become her 

husband. What Bertrande has with the new Martin was her dream come true, a man she 

could live with in peace and friendship (to cite sixteenth-century values) and in passion” 

(Davis 44). Davis goes on to elaborate on Bertrande‟s feelings regarding her new 

husband saying they passed the time like true married people, laughing, sleeping, and 

eating together. Saying of the new Martin that Bertrande could live with him quietly and 

without strife, unlike her original husband. 

 While Pansette physically differed from the real Martin Guerre, he was- for a 

time- accepted as Martin Guerre by his community. This, I believe, is due to the 

dissociative property of identities. Because the original physical individual had been 

separated from the developed identity, it was much easier for another individual, in this 

case, Pansette, to take on that personality that was now owned by the community. Sartre 

explains saying, “he [man] recognizes that he cannot be anything unless other recognize 

him as such. [One] cannot obtain any truth whatsoever about [oneself], except through 

the mediation of another. The other is indispensable to [one‟s] existence, and equally so 

to any knowledge [one] can have of [oneself]” (Sartre 15).In other words, while the 

individual contributes to the creation of the community, the community must validate the 

identity of the individual by recognizing it and by giving the identity a context within 

which to thrive. In addition, Sartre explains in this passage that obtaining truth about 

oneself comes only from the “other” or community. For example, Pansette had to look to 

the cues of villagers in order to discern whether or not he was acting Martin-like. If the 
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community had refused to validate him in the beginning the ruse would not have been 

possible, much in the same way that once the seed of doubt was sown Pansette lost his 

recently found identity and it was subsequently transferred back to the original Martin 

Guerre.  

 In Michel Foucault‟s The Order of Things, he discusses a painting titled “Las 

Meninas” by Diego Velázquez in which the painter is painting an unseen subject amidst a 

young girl and her ladies in waiting. In the background is a doorway, shedding light on 

the scene behind the place where we stand and next to the door is a mirror revealing the 

true subject of the painting, King Philip and Queen Mariana. Within Foucault‟s analysis, 

one can recognize an attitude of the painter that translates to that of the community in 

Davis‟ story. The attitude Velázquez imposes upon the king and queen is you are who 

you are because I make you such. In other words, Velázquez is claiming, quite 

accurately, to have the power to shape their legacy, persona, and public image. In the 

case of Martin Guerre a painter is not shaping him, but rather his community. Sartre 

recognizes that the individual and the community co-create one another, physically and 

otherwise. Foucault postulates that the painter creates his subject. I assert that the 

community, playing the role of the painter, molds the body image of the fake Martin to 

conform to their needs. Furthermore, the body and how it is seen can be expressed in 

similar terms to those Foucault uses to describe the relationship of language to painting. 

Foucault characterizes this relationship as infinite and one in which words prove 

inadequate. “Neither can be reduced to the other‟s terms: it is in vain that we say what we 

see; what we see never resides in what we say. And it is in vain that we attempt to show, 

by the use of images, metaphors, or similes, what we are saying; the space where they 
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achieve their splendor is not that deployed by our eyes but that defined by the sequential 

elements of syntax” (Foucault 9). Rephrasing this in terms of the body would make it 

read: Neither can be described in terms of the other: it is in vain that we believe that the 

body is what we see; and it is in arrogance that we attempt to show by use of science, 

metaphors, or personal accounts, that the body is unchanging. The space where they 

achieve their brilliance is not before our eyes, but rather the space between the 

community and the body itself- a continuum allowing the body to ebb and flow between 

forms to suit the needs of the whole.  

 The comfort with invention that Davis finds among the people of Artigat and the 

mutatable body image of the early 16
th

 century, are fertile ground for a story of shifting 

identities and identity theft such as that of Martin Guerre. The Return of Martin Guerre is 

replete with the creation of, transference of, and destruction of identities as seen in the 

loss of the Daguerres, the creation of the Guerres from Artigat, and the transference of 

the identity of Martin Guerre from the original Martin to Pansette. All of these shifts in 

identity cement the idea that identity is transferrable once developed and are supported by 

Sartre‟s assertion that the community validates the individual‟s identity, thus making it 

real and part of the whole.  
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